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Roman Roads around the Fort of Lancaster by R. Bel1is
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O~ all the practical skills possessed by the Romans, few have

captured the popular imagination as their ability in road

construction. The survival of their widespread empire depended

upon easy communications, to allow for quick movement of troops,

for the easy flow of goods and people and to ensure that messages

were received and information broadcast. These arterial ways were

engineered in good material. with varied skills and so survived

their own tim.,.

However, intensive farming methods, deep ploughing and urban

build-up have changed the face of the countryside, so that only

meagr"e traces 0"£ these t stone highways', can now be found. The

question can, most properly be raised as to whether it is now too

late to make a worthwhile study of the road systems radiating from

the Castle Hill fort

The paucity of evidence and the difficulty faced in doing

• this is best illustrated by reference to nearby Ribchester. From

Ribchester five: roads have been traced in detail and authenticated;

• from Lancaster n.ot one road has been placed in the "course known"

category by the Ordnance Survey. Ivan Margery in his "Roman Roads

in Britain" is equally uncertain about fixing the alignments of

his roads: 70d (Preston - Lancaster), 704 (Ribchester - Galgate)

and 705 (Lancaster - Caton - Lune valley), as they approaeh

Lancaster." S. Jackson, secretary ot an antiquarian society in

GarstaQg, writing in 1897, states that he spent 10 years trying

to trace the road from Ribchester, through Galgate to Lancaster.

Dare we hope to do better:

Fixing the road system is likely to be a controversial

matter and in the present state of our knowledge, largely

conjectural. with a more intense interest in field archaeology,

with a greater awareness by individual members of the Society, by

reference to the few reports of chance diggings in the past,

together with new evidence from aerial photographs and surveys,

evidence could be assembled so that the network of roads shown on

the map, could, ultimately, be classified as "COurse known"

Throughout the 350 years of the occupation, the importance
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of each road changed, with fluctuation in the military situation

and in the role of the fort" with changes in the state of trade

and manufactories and in the patterns of land settlement. New

roads would be built and old roads would fall.into decay

Historically the first road was the Pennine military highway

from Chester to Caledonia, marking Agricola's advance over the

Rossendale Fells, dropping into the valley of the Ribble at

Ribchester, rising to 1450 feet in the moorland of Bowland Forest

and going northward to the valley of the Wenning, near Bentham and

to the Lune valley, east of Tunstall. This early Flavian road

served a double military purpose - it opened up the way to the

north and, with its east-west spurs, made the policing and

containment of the Brigantes in the Pennine area, from either

Chester or York, an easier task. Along this road, emphasizing its

role, we find the military forts of Manchester, Ribchester,

Overborough and Low Borrow Bridge

Two or three decades later, in Trajanic times, a new south

north route was opened up on the coastal plain through Lancashire.

This new road had four river crossings - the Nersey at Wilderspool,

the Douglas at Wigan~ the Ribble at Walton-le-Dale and the Lune at

Lancaster. The settlements e,longit are not so markedly military

as on the Pennine route; for Wilderspool is now seen to be a civil

settlement with much industrial activity; little is known of Roman

Wigan; whilst Walton-le-Dale has shown no military phase in its

excavations. Lancaster is the first fort on this road from

Chester. From early in the second century this easier way to the

north gave added importance to Lancaster, as evidenced by the

Artle Beck milestone of Hadrian (circa 120 AD) and the Philip and

Decius milestones (circa 250 AD). Then, as now, Lancaster lay
astride the main western route to the north

To develop any further a historical sequence for the roads

around Lancaster is difficult, for no sectioning of these roads

has been attempted and no associated artifacts in the chance

discoveries of these roads, have been reported

For social and commercial reasons, if not for strategic

reasons, a network of secondary roads would ap,ear. It is

reasonable to assume that Lancaster would be linked with its
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neighbouring forts of Watercrook, Overborough and Ribchester.

Later in the occupation~ the estuary of the river through Ashton

and Conder Green to Glasson and beyond, would be patrolled and

guarded, whilst vicinal ways to the larger Brigantian settlements

would grow into permanent roads. The development of local

industry and especially the pottery and tile kilns and iron

working hearths of'the Quernmore valley, would mean roads leading

east over the Ridge

For every route marked on the map there is some evidence,

however :flimsy. It is hoped in :futurearticles to examine each

route in some detail. In the meantime, the writer would be

pleased to have any evidence, or information, based on personal
,

observation, on oral tradition, or on early maps, which,would add
I

to our knowledge of the Roman roads around Lancaster .

Excavations at Low Pleasant, Quernmore, 1972 by G.M. Leather

In June 1972 Mr. Alan King and students of Chorley College of

Education undertook a small excavation at Low Pleasant (Q2). He

had previously arranged for a magnetometer survey o:fthe area

adjacent to the kiln (Kl) :foundin 1971 to be done by Leeds

University. On the strength o:fthe results he started to excavate

near to the stream and about 20 metres :fromthe road wall

They were unfortunate in the weather but the result o:ftheir

excavation was that they :foundan iron roasting hearth (HI) about

600mm below the surface. They were unable to determine its shape

but were able to establish that it contained nodules of iron

intermixed with charcoal in quite a thick bed. Amongst the

material we-re some Roman tile :fragmentswhich could, of course,

have come :fromthe adjacent kiln (Kl). This was the only dating
material found

Excavation by the Lancaster Archaeological Society was started

simultaneously, and they back filled the iron hearth as the weather

seemed against further activity. It did improve, however, and a

small excavation nearby, but higher to the east, was opened. This

gave a "drain" of stone construction which could have been a :field
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